GoCharge Healthcare
Cleaning Stations

Break infection
chains easy and
efficiently

Documented
effect
Read more at
en.gchc.dk/dokumentation

Shape
Robotics

Kills 99,9%
of all virus and
bacteria in
minutes
GoCharge Healthcare Cleaning Stations are the
turning point for your school, business, institution
or organization.
The cleaning stations break chains of infection
everywhere and break them in just minutes.

You can easily and quickly create a safe working
environment in schools, nursing homes, hospitals
and institutions, as well as in any office, and in
all modern companies, where a large number of
objects frequently change hands.
Our special UVC light can effectively disinfect
items that are difficult to clean and, e.g. does not
tolerate water, soap or alcohol, but where you still
want an infection-free surface.
Items include computers, mice, keyboards, writing
tools, books, mobile phones, tablets, headsets,
keys, toys, board games, tools, glasses, robots
– and many, many more.

One cleaning station
– five benefits
GC Healthcare Cleaning Stations come with
several built-in benefits for you, your employees
and your company:
1.
Create a safe and infection-free work environment
2.
Charges all rechargeable electronics, including
phones, computers and robots
3.
Avoid wear and tear on all objects when
disinfecting them
4.
Reduce extra costs for chemicals, water
consumption and energy
5.
Stations lock to keep items safe

Together, we can
limit the spread
All institutions have been particularly vulnerable
throughout the Corona pandemic and will
continue to be so for a long time to come. We
must do our utmost to take care of each other in
this new reality, but to do so on the Corona pandemic terms, is both time-consuming and
exhausting for everyone.
GoCharge Cleaning Stations uses a special UVC
light, which effectively kills viruses and bacteria,
including the Coronavirus, with a documented
effect of 99.67%.
The GoCharge Cleaning Stations are already in
use in several offices – public and private, in
nursing homes, schools, and many other places.
The stations provide both a safer everyday life and
more time to take care of those who need you the
most.

An environmentally
friendly solution
All cleaning stations are environmentally friendly
solutions that use electricity only when used, which
means zero cost of standby power.
GoCharge Healthcare Cleaning Stations comes in
a variety of different sizes:

Model 10L

Model 30L
See more models at gchc.dk/produktoversigt
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